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How do I get to ISCAP- P.Porto?

The best way to get to ISCAP is by Metro using line D (yellow line) to Hospital S. João. Then you can walk to ISCAP (around 20/25 minutes) or get a bus (lines 506, 600, 603, or 705).

Here you can also check how to come and go from anywhere in Porto to Hospital S. João (the main transport network near ISCAP- P.Porto).
Where can I register upon arrival at ISCAP?

You are expected to register before the Opening Session on Monday, from 8h45 to 9h25.

The Registration desk will be just in front of the Main Auditorium, where the Opening Session takes place.

After the Opening Session, and during the rest of the conference, you can register in Building D, on the Ground floor (in the main Conference building) near the Conference Rooms. Just follow the yellow arrows!

If you enter ISCAP through the Main Entrance (Fig.2), then you should follow the signage: go along the corridor, and then go down around the central cone, until you get to the ground floor. There, turn right.

Before the Opening Session, the Registration Desk will be 10 mts away on your right, and after the Opening Session, you just need to go on till the end of the corridor and turn left. There you are!

Will I be able to connect to the Wi-Fi network?

Of course! There is a conference log-in so that you can be online. Some spots in the building are better than others, so sometimes the network may not be amazing…

**WI-FI Network:** confiscap  **Password:** confiscap2020

When will I receive my certificate?

In the week following the conference, all participants/speakers will receive a digital certificate by email.

Where can I find the Virtual Presentations of the Conference?

We have created a Cloud for the Conference - II HSS Conference 2023 – Virtual Presentations. It will be available from Monday onwards till the end of January 2024, so that you have time to see and hear all the interesting presentations from the conference presenters who could not be on-site.
How do I find the parallel session rooms after the Plenary Meeting?

The Rooms are very close, and all are concentrated in one building. When you leave the Main Auditorium (where the Opening and Plenary sessions take place), first you turn right to the end of the corridor and then you turn left to find the Conference Rooms 013-2 and 015 (on the Ground floor).

Where do Lunches and Coffee-Breaks take place?

During the conference, we will meet for lunch and a break in the Food Corner, just between the conference rooms.

How can I get to the Restaurant on Monday evening?

If you enrolled for the dinner, and are not staying downtown, you need to be at Axis Porto Business & Spa Hotel at 19h15. If you are staying in a nearby hotel, please meet us here.

If you are accommodated somewhere else, kindly be at the Restaurant at 19h55.

A bus¹ will take us from Hotel Axis to the Restaurant “A Taberna Real do Fado” (near the Court of Porto and the Virtudes garden).

In case you prefer to go on your own, please be there at 19h55.

Address of Hotel Axis:

R. Maria Feliciana 100, 4465-283 São Mamede de Infesta

(approx. 7 minutes away from ISCAP)

¹ If you are staying at IBIS Hotel, let us know and we can pick you up there too.
Address of the Restaurant:
Rua do Dr. Barbosa de Castro, 58
4050-090 Porto

How do we go to the Lello Bookshop?
After lunch, on Tuesday, a bus will leave from AXIS Hotel at 14h45. If you are staying in a nearby hotel, please meet us here.

The visit starts at 15h30 and takes around 1 hour.

After the visit, around 16h45/17h00, you can come back to the hotel/ISCAP with the bus, but we understand if you wish to stay longer and/or downtown. The streets are already full of Christmas lights and spirit and if you take a good coat, you can enjoy Porto by night.

Here is the address: Rua das Carmelitas, 114

---

2 If you are staying at IBIS Hotel, let us know and we can pick you up there too.
Can I find a place to work/ meet/ use a computer?
Yes. If you need a space to work or meet, you can go to the following rooms:

**Ground Floor: 3rd Floor: “P.PRAÇA”**
- Nearby the Auditorium and the main conference area.
- This is an open space where you find a good spot for networking, meeting, or sending emails that can't wait.

**CEOS.PP – Co-Working Room (Room 20)**
- Nearby the Parallel Sessions Rooms and a bit quieter.

Enjoy the Conference and Porto!